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Chairman’s Corner: Dr. Vanchit John

Another summer has come
and gone and the fall semester
promises to be full of exciting possibilities in academia. We conducted
our annual workshop for all 3 divisions on August 24th. We reviewed
our performance as a Department
quite critically. This was based on a
questionnaire that was developed
and sent out to the members of
the department. The questionnaire
was designed to evaluate our performance and seek feedback from
our faculty. We are working on
implementing some of the suggestions along with a plan of our own
for the department. This plan will
be a work in progress with periodic
reviews scheduled to make sure
we are moving forward in the right

direction.
We welcomed two new full time
faculty members to our department. Dr. James Sarbinoff and Dr.
Peter Paris have joined our faculty
on a full time basis. They have been
excellent additions to our department. We are happy that they have
joined our team.
Dr. Seok Jin Kim has taken a
leave of absence for a year and has
gone to Korea. We hope Dr. Kim will
rejoin our faculty next July. In the
meanwhile, working with one less
faculty in the Division of Periodontics, means that all the available
faculty are scheduled non-stop in
clinics, seminars, meeting etc. This
does limit available time for more
scholarly activity. However, every
institution has its challenges and
we are no different in this regard.
On another note, for the
past year or so I have been heading
an ‘academic group’ that consists of
Dr. Larry Garetto- Dean for Education, Dr. Robert Kasberg- Dean of
Students and Director of Admissions, Dr. George Willis- Dean of
Dental Clinics and Dr. Bill Babler-

Chair, Department of Oral Biology.
We have been exposing our dental
students to all the exciting aspects
of being in academics either as a
full-time or part-time career option. We are working under the
premise of meeting our faculty
shortages by trying to ‘Grow Our
Own’. In other words we are developing future faculty members
from within our school. In addition, we are also working on a plan
to develop a ‘fellowship program’
for private practitioners who after
a career in clinical dentistry want
to consider teaching at the dental
school but are not sure how to go
about doing this. A fellowship program for 1 year would go a long
way in getting them ready for the
rigors of academia and yes there
are rigors if you don’t know what
you are getting into. We are excited
about these developmental programs as they have the potential to
address our future faculty needs.
(continued in page 2)
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We are currently in the process of completing our interviews
for the new class of residents who
will join our residency program in
2010. We are excited with the quality of our applicant pool and are
very pleased that our residency
program continues to remain vital
and progressing forward under the
guidance of Dr. Steven Blanchard.
Speaking of Dr. Blanchard,
we are honored to have another
Director of the American Board of

Periodontology on our faculty roster. Dr. Blanchard who was elected
recently to serve as a Director of
the Board follows in the tradition
established by Dr. Brady Hancock
and Dr. David Vandersall who
were past directors of the board.
Our pre-doctoral curriculum will be undergoing changes
as we move forward with implementing some of the changes
recommended by ADEA’s Council
on Curricular Reform. A greater

emphasis is being placed on diagnosis and treatment planning
of patients in lectures, in the clinics and in their group learning activity (GLA) sessions. Our clinical
faculty has commented that our
students seem more prepared
to answer many of the questions
posed to them about their patients
and their recommended treatment plans and treatment options.
This is a significant positive step.

The AAP Meeting and the Formation of an Alumni Association
I hope that many of you
had a chance to attend the AAP
meeting in Boston recently. I was
not able to attend as I was in
Washington DC attending Phase
2 of the ADEA Leadership Training
Institute. As part of the training, I
got to learn about ‘advocacy’. I had
to chance to meet with representatives from Senator Richard
Lugar, Senator Evan Bayh and Congressman Andre Carson’s offices.
We advocated on behalf of the
ADEA on the issues of adult dental
care, reinstatement of dentistry
and dental education in the Title
7 provisions and on GME funding.
It was a very important learning

opportunity for me and one that I
hope will have future benefits for
the school and the Department.
I have had several individuals
contact me and ask why we did
not have an alumni get-together
at AAP meeting. The answer to this
comes down to time and money.
With regards to time, it is high
time that we form an alumni association which will have as its major
responsibility the organization
of the alumni get-together at the
AAP meeting. I will be very blunt
in stating that the alumni association needs to be formed by ‘you
the alumni’. The full time faculty
currently does not have the time

to organize and be major participants in the alumni association.
I am asking that ‘you the alumni’
and by this I refer to those of you
that have graduated from IUSD
and the graduate program to take
the lead in forming the association and moving forward with this
idea.
Money is also essential. These
events at the AAP meeting cost
the department between $6,000
and $7,000. I would like to see a
concerted effort made toward
raising the needed funds through
the alumni association.

Resident Travel Fund
One of my other goals, in addition, to encouraging our alumni to
form an association, is to establish a travel fund that allows us
to subsidize our residents when
they travel to attend the AAP
meetings annually. Our residents
keep our residency program vital
and are an integral part of the
future of our specialty. Establishing a travel fund that helps pay

for or significantly subsidize their
expenses when they travel to the
AAP meeting is an important perk
that I would like to be able to provide. I would like to set a goal of
$100,000 for this fund. The alumni
have been extremely supportive
of our department and have been
responsible for supporting the
graduate clinic renovation. I am
asking you to continue to be in-

volved with us and make a contribution to this fund.
I will also contact the residents to
pledge that once they graduate
(1-2 years following graduation)
they contribute $2, 500 a year
for 5 years. This will allow us to
continue to develop this fund and
make sure it remains a viable option for resident travel funding for
a long time to come.
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Search for a New Dean
Many of you know that
Dean Larry Goldblatt will retire at
the end of June 2010. The search
is on to find a new person to
become the Dean of the Indiana
University School of Dentistry.
To keep you updated the three
finalists who have been identified
currently are:
Victor A. Sandoval, DDS, MPH
Professor and Chair
Department of Professional
Studies
School of Dental Medicine
University of Nevada- Las Vegas

John N. Williams, D.M.D., MBA
Professor and Dean
School of Dentistry
University of North Carolina
Anthony M. Iacopino, DMD,
Ph.D
Dean and Professor of Restorative Dentistry
Faculty of Dentistry
University of Manitoba
The first and the second candidates have completed their
presentations and their day long

interviews at the school. The third
candidate is scheduled for his
interview on October 20th.
This issue of our newsletter is titled ‘The Faculty Issue’. The
focus of this newsletter deals with
some aspects of academic life. In
this regard, I have asked the Dr.
Wm. Gillette, Dr. James Sarbinoff
and Dr. Gregory Phillips to write
about their experience with academics and academic life.
I hope you enjoy the
newsletter as much as I have enjoyed putting it together.

What is Right with Academia & What is Wrong with Academia
Dr. Gregory Phillips

The other day I received
an email from Dr. John requesting
my thoughts on the topic: “What
is Right with Academia and What
is Wrong with Academia”. Assuming that “academia” is a code word
for faculty, my first thought was
“nothing good can come of this”
and I should pretend his email got
lost in cyberspace and that I never
saw it. However, never missing an
opportunity to get on my soapbox, it only took a few moments
to change my mind and decide
to opine! It goes without saying

that the opinions expressed are
my own and do not reflect on any
other full or part time faculty at
IUSD. I sincerely hope I do not offend anyone but as Popeye so eloquently stated: “I yam what I yam”.
Let’s start on a positive
note. In one of the many Tom
Clancy novels that have kept me
awake reading at night, the main
character, John Ryan, makes the
comment: “Those who can do,
those who can’t teach” (you are
probably wondering that if this is
the positive part, what’s coming
up!). He is making this statement
while discussing his wife’s job: she
is a teaching physician at a university hospital. I know this statement gets under Dr. John’s skin,
as I have said it to him on occasion only to receive a rebuke that
should not be repeated in mixed
company! The thing I don’t say to
Dr. John, and the point that John

Article continued in next page.

Ryan makes, is that although this
is probably true for some areas of
academia, it does not hold true for
the health professions, which tend
to attract the brightest and most
dedicated within these fields.
As a general rule, I agree
with this; after all, who but those
devoted to teaching and research
would put up with the politics
and settle for less compensation
compared to private practice?
Our faculty is enthusiastic and
committed to what they do and,
in my opinion, do not receive
the recognition they deserve.
Our faculty is one of the things
that is right with academia, but
in order to attract the high level
of devoted educators and researchers, the university must
realize that we need to maintain
a modern faculty, such as our
new grad clinic, and offer competitive compensation packages.
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If you know me at all, you
know that I have always been involved in organized dentistry: besides being past president of the
South-Central Component of the
Indiana Dental Association and
The Indiana Society of Periodontists, I am currently a Trustee of
the IDA and a Delegate from the
7th district to the American Dental Association (Indiana and Ohio).
One item that has bothered me for some time is a lack of
participation in organized dentistry by some of our educators.
The difference between a trade
and a profession are the organizations to which the members
belong. Whether you agree or
disagree with some of the policies of the AAP, ADA, ADHA, ADAA
or whatever organization represents your area of dentistry, they
are your voice and work for you.
In my opinion there is no excuse for
any dentist not being a member of
the American Dental Association.
The same goes for dental
hygienists and assistants; both are
professions and anyone in their
field should support their organizations. I find it hard to believe that
there are dental faculty that are
not ADA members; what kind of
example do we set for the students
if we do not support the organizations that represent us? And if you
do belong, get involved! If nothing
else, attend meetings, not only for
the continuing education but the
business meetings, as well. Learn
about what is going on and do not
be afraid to voice your opinion;
everyone in the room once spoke
their opinion for the first time and
yours counts as much as anyone
else. As the saying from 1960’s
goes, “If you are not part of the so-

lution, you are part of the problem.”
A growing trend that disturbs me is the number of presentations and “lunch and learns”
I have attended over the past year
or two where the main point the
company representative makes
is how much less their product
costs than a competitor. Where is
the science behind their results? I
have sat through a couple of these
where not even one histology slide
was shown. An implant that costs
50% less but has a high failure rate
is no bargain and an easy way to
watch your referrals dry up. Do not
get me wrong, I am all in favor of
saving money, especially in our
current economic troubles. If there
is a situation where a $100 resorbable membrane will produce the
same outcome as a $250 titanium
reinforced membrane, you can bet
I am choosing the resorbable barrier. But we need to know when
and where these are appropriate.
To paraphrase my good friend
from Boston, Dr. Paul Fugazzotto:
“Patients do an amazing thing –
they give us their bodies and allow us to cut on them, drill on
them and place foreign objects
into them. We owe them the respect to make sure we treat them
in a manner that will produce the
best treatment outcomes possible.”
Recently, an implant rep,
who desperately wants me to try
his implant system, was in my office and after telling me how much
money I could save, made the statement that “…all implants work.” I
explained to him that I could not
disagree with him more! Not that
many years ago, I sat in a presentation at IUSD by an implant rep from
a very large and well known company and learned about their new-

Article continued in next page.

est, latest, greatest implant design.
Today, not only is this particular
design no longer available, there
are studies showing that 25% of
these implants demonstrated over
3 mm of bone loss at only 1 year
follow up (see Clin Implant Dent
Rel Res 2007: 9:65-70 for more information). That is a 25% failure
rate, which most of us would consider unacceptable when most
implant systems demonstrate
a 95% or greater success rate.
I was a restorative dentist for five years before I saw the
light and applied to the periodontal residency at IUSD. As a GP, I attended many CE programs but still
relied on my dental reps to recommend the “best” materials for my
practice. One of the most important aspects of my perio training
was how to read and evaluate the
scientific literature; undergraduate dental students just do not
have time to learn this and most
GPs trust their supply reps to
recommend the best products.
We need to remember
that these reps, along with many
national speakers, have a financial interest in us buying specific
products. I feel that we have gotten away from asking about the
science: we, both faculty and many
in private practice, are relying more
and more on what the reps tell us
and not asking about the research.
Of course, a dental school
is a place where different products
and techniques should be evaluated in an unbiased manner. However, when was the last time a research
article came out of IUSD comparing two different grafts or implant
systems or whatever? It seems to
me that we are often just trying
something to see how it works.
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However, unless they are part of
a research project, they trust us
to utilize proven products. They
should not be an experiment just
to try a new material unless the
student and faculty are convinced
that there is adequate documentation to support it and it is appropriate for their particular situation.
For those of us that are
periodontists, let’s not loose site of
what has earned us the status and
prestige we enjoy as the specialty
we are: the scientific literature. As

I once heard AAP President-Elect
Sam Low say: “We are the geeks
that were in the library on Sunday afternoon. Our professional
organization is the “ACADEMY” of
Periodontology, not the Association of Periodontists!” I say: let’s be
proud of our geek-dom and get
back to the literature!
Enough of my disjointed
rant! To summarize, I think we are
blessed to have dedicated but underappreciated faculty. Although
most are members of organized

dentistry, those that are not, need
to join. Those that are need to be
more involved at the local, regional, state or national level. Finally,
we all need to critically evaluate
new products and techniques as
to their documented success and
use the most predictable materials available.
Comments for Dr. Phillips?
He can be reached at drgreg@
drgregphillips.com

I started a private practice of general dentistry in October 1974. I continued the
private practice except for my
two years in graduate school
(1979-81, MSD), until January
2009. In January, I started as a
part-time faculty member in
the Department of Periodontics and Allied Dental Programs. In August 2009, I began
teaching on a full time basis.
A few people I am sure
were surprised by my move.
Personally, I had always intended to go back and teach before
I retired completely. Previously
I had considered an early retirement. When the part-time
position opened up, I felt very
fortunate to be able to take

the job. From 1974-1979, I had
worked at IUSD as part-time
instructor in the Department
of Operative Dentistry so the
transition was not too difficult.
The real challenge came
with the full-time appointment.
I knew that the work load would
increase. I had already observed
how hard the full time faculty
worked. A huge amount of time
goes into planning. This is the
work that very few outside the
university get to see. Besides
the planning, you also have
presentations to give. In those
cases, it is a challenge to make
sure that you can reach all of
the students with the information you are trying to pass on.
Last but certainly not the least
the faculty do their jobs under monetary constraints with
budgets that have become
smaller and smaller over time.
I have always been a fiscal
conservative myself, however
when I see the constraints put
into place at the school, the
strains go beyond conservatism. We have some extremely

talented people on our faculty pulling off some excellent management moves in
order to maintain the high
standards that IUSD has developed and continues to develop.
My transition from a full
time private practice to full time
academics is a work in progress.
I am still very new to this aspect
of my life. However I am excited
and energized by what is now a
second full time career for me.
I am very glad to be part of the
team that Dr. John is putting together in the Department. As I
mentioned previously the faculty in the Department are working extremely hard and doing
so many things that I was not
aware of until coming on full
time. I encourage our alumni to
give back to the school and the
department. This could be in
the form of your time and your
treasure. Educating our dental
students and our periodontal
residents is a very worthy cause.
Comments for Dr. Sarbinoff? contact him at jasarbin@iupui.edu

My Transition from Private Practice to Full Time Academics
James Sarbinoff
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Some Lessons Learned From A Career in Dentistry
William Gillette. Professor Emeritus.
in a variety of circumstances. I
became more aware of the unmet health needs of the public
rather than just the individual
needs of the patient that I was
treating. The country needs
us to address both individual and public needs.
In describing lessons
learned during my career, knowing about my career helps. After
dental school, I spent two years
in the army and three years in
solo general practice before
taking a Periodontics residency.
For the balance of my career I
practiced and taught at the Indianapolis VA and volunteered
in the Grad Perio department at
IUSD. My major responsibilities
were in patient treatment and
running a Perio residency at
the VA, and in teaching classic
literature to the IU Perio grad
students. I retired a few years
ago but still consult at the VA
and teach an introductory perio literature course at IUSD.
Along the way, I earned my
specialty boards, wrote some
articles, was active in dental
organizations, and did volunteer work at home and abroad.
So what have I learned
that’s worth passing along?
Well, first, that my perspective
changed a lot as time passed.
What you believe now may
not be what you’ll believe in a
few years, after you’ve had extensive interactions with patients, associates and students

Another revelation was
that working with people is frequently more challenging than
performing dental procedures.
Often, the perspectives of patients, coworkers, students and
other practitioners surprised
me. I assumed that their upbringings and experiences were
similar to mine, as were their
goals, so they would have the
same values and wishes. That
often wasn’t true. For example, I
couldn’t understand why some
patients didn’t react enthusiastically to the treatment plans
that I thought were best. And
sometimes a fellow employee
or student didn’t share my perspectives. I eventually realized
that we have different points of
view because we are products
of our different genetics, environmental experiences, and
faiths. So, it shouldn’t surprise
us when patients and coworkers react in unexpected ways.
Knowing that this happens, we
can be prepared to revise plans
and discussions. Some of us are
inherently good at this but the
rest of us must learn by experience. The fullback adjusts his
path rather than carrying the
ball forward into a planned
opening that didn’t materialize.

Article continued in next page.

Something else that I’ve
observed is that the various
dental fields work well together
and provide satisfying, meaningful occupations. Over the
years I’ve seen firsthand how
countless patients have benefited from the modern dental
procedures provided through
the efforts of the different specialties and of the individual
dental teams. To skillfully perform difficult dental tasks requires training, talent, dedication, effort and teamwork. All
of us on a dental team can take
pride in the success of the team.
I’m not sure why others
volunteer, but for me it has been
a chance to give back some
of the blessings I’ve received.
Also, volunteering at the Dental
School has been rewarding in
terms of interactions with accomplished, dedicated people,
challenging experiences, gaining in personal knowledge, and
achieving personal satisfaction.
The Department of Periodontics (now Periodontics
and Allied Dental Programs)
has been blessed with strong,
effective leaders, from Dr. Swenson to Dr. O’Leary, to Dr.
Hancock, and now Dr. John.
But the leaders can only set the
course and provide guidance.
The staff assistants,
hygienists, dentists, students
and secretarial personnel must
make the programs operate
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effectively. And over the years,
they certainly have! In spite of
handicaps such as shortages of
staff, old equipment and tight
budgets, time after time the

various groups have worked
effectively to reach the goals.
It has been a pleasure and an
inspiration to participate in this
outstanding program, and I am

Feature Section

confident that the department
will continue its winning ways.
Comments for Dr. Gillette?
He can be reached at wmgillette@aol.com

We are featuring Dr. Jim Sarbinoff and Dr. Peter Paris in our Faculty Profile. Dr. Sarbinoff and Dr. Peter Paris are our newest
full time faculty members. We are also featuring Desiree Alcantara in our Staff Member Profile.

Meet Our Newest Full Time Faculty
Dr. James Sarbinoff, DDS, MSD, FACD
ue to add to his list of responsibilities. While this has been
in some ways due to necessity
it is also a manifestation of the
confidence that Jim brings
to the position that has seen
his work load grow. We in the
Department are very grateful
to have Jim be on our team
Jim brings extensive clinical
experience to teaching following 35 years in clinical practice.
Jim has proverbially hit the
ground running as we contin-

1974- DDS
1974-1979- Part Time Clinical
Instructor of Operative Dentistry
1979-1981- Graduate Training,

Peter is new to the
arena of dental education on
a full time basis. Peter brings
his clinical experience to his
new role in dental/periodontal
education serving primarily
as a clinical instructor in both
the pre-doctoral and graduate
clinical arenas. We are extremely pleased to have Peter join

our faculty.
Education: BS Univ. of Illinois
Urbana Chemistry and Biochemistry May 1983
DDS- Univ. of Illinois Chicago
June 1987
Certificate in PeriodonticsNorthwestern University June
1989
Family: Married 22yrs to Deborah - Music Education Teacher.
Children- Nick 20 years old
attending Purdue University,
Paul 18 years old attending
IUPUI, Greg 16 years old high
schoolTony 14 years old high
school, Mary 11 years old 6th
grade

Department of Periodontics
1981-2009- Private Practice of
Periodontics
1996- American College of
Dentists
1995-1996- President, Indianapolis District Dental Society
1985-1996- Delegate or Alternate Delegate to the Indiana
Dental Association
2009- Full Time Faculty in the
Department of Periodontics
and Allied Dental Programs

Dr. Peter Paris, DDS

Article continued in next page.

Position in department:
Clinical Assistant Professor.
Primarily pre-doctoral clinical
instruction with some graduate clinical coverage
I served 3 years in the U.S. Navy
at Great Lakes Naval Base as a
periodontist June 89 - Feb 92.
22 years in private practice
which I throughly enjoyed. I
felt that I was at the stage in
my professional career that I
wanted to explore other areas
to be able to use me experience and talents. Becoming
involved in Dental education
seemed to be the natural progression to me.
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Staff Member Profile
Desiree Alcantara

I grew up in a small
town named Carthage, IN. I
am always getting asked where
is that?? Carthage is way out
east. (By some miracle it actually made it on the map).
I Graduated from Knightstown
High School in 1996. My junior
and senior year of high school I
was given the opportunity to go
half days to vocational school

at Ralph E. Eder vocational Center. This was located at the Children’s School in Knightstown.
Our patients were the children
who lived at the facility there.
I went to IUPUI from 1996-98. I
then decided to start working
out in the field of Dentistry in
1998. I am now a dental assistant in the Graduate Periodontic program.
I have been married to my
husband Jose for two years. We
have two children Joseph who
will be 3 in October and Gabriella who is 5 months old. I love
to spend time with my family.
When there is quiet time I like

to read Fern Michaels or Nora
Roberts’s books.
As for things I wish I would
have never done, I cannot think
of anything that I would have
done differently. I was the boring person in school and college who went to school, then
went home and hung out with
the parents.
If I had not gone into assisting I would have liked to have
done something in the music
industry. I like to listen to all
kinds of music, and try to guess
who or what song is going to
be the next big hit!

Current Resident Research: A Survey of U.S. Periodontists’ Knowledge, Attitudes,
and Behaviors related to Tobacco Cessation InterventionsDr. Amit Patel - 3rd year Resident

Tobacco use is a significant causative risk factor for
periodontal disease and has a
negative effect on periodontal therapy and healing. It has
been shown that only 6% of
dental patients are aware of the
damage smoking does to their
periodontal health1. Therefore,
periodontists can, and should,
play an important role in helping their patients’ stop smoking.
The purpose of this
study is to evaluate the use of
tobacco cessation protocols by
periodontists across the United States. The use of tobacco
cessation protocols in clinical
practice will be measured by
whether or not the practitioner
does any of the following: Ask
their patients about tobacco

use, Advise them to stop using tobacco, Assess their willingness to quit, Assist them
in stopping, and Arrange appropriate follow-up for them.
These “5 As” are recommendations defined by the United
States 2008 Public Health Services Clinical Practice Guideline
for oral professionals to use
in a dental setting in order to
help patients become tobacco
free2. More specifically, the behaviors, attitudes, and training
related to tobacco cessation
interventions will be evaluated.
The method by which
the data will be obtained will
be via a survey conducted to
1000 U.S. periodontists from
the American Academy of
Periodontology (AAP).
The

survey will pose questions
in regards to the individual’s
demographic
information,
educational/professional
background, knowledge and
attitudes about tobacco cessation and use of protocols in
the daily practice of periodontics. The hypothesis is that the
utilization of tobacco cessation protocols is underused by
practicing U.S. periodontists
1.
Lung ZS, et al. Poor
patient awareness of the
relationship between smoking
and periodontal diseases. BDJ
2005;199:731-737.
2.
Fiore MC et al. Treating
tobacco use and dependence:
2008 Update. Clinical practice
guideline May 2008.
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Dr. Timothy O’ Leary: A Historical Note
(Reproduced with permission)
our faculty from 1968 to 1988.
Before his arrival here, O’Leary
gave more than 20 years of service to the Dental Corps of the
U.S. Air Force. While chief of
the dental sciences division of
the USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine in San Antonio in the
1960s, he conducted research
One of the best known in such areas as tooth mobilnames in the history of the spe- ity and the testing of foods incialty of Periodontics is that of tended for astronauts in space.
the late Dr. Timothy O’Leary,
Under O’Leary’s guidlongtime chair of IU’s periodon- ance, IU’s graduate periodontics
tics department who served on program developed into one of

the finest and most comprehensive in the country, but he
also maintained a strong voice
in the field nationally. He was
editor-in-chief of the Journal
of Periodontology for 18 years.
To this day, he is the only person ever to have served concurrently as editor of the Journal
of Periodontology, president of
the American Academy of Periodontology, and chair of the
American Board of Periodontology. Dr. O’Leary died in 1991.

Alumni, Faculty & Staff Member(s) in the News
Diana Yates, Head Assistant and Supervisor was
recognized by the University
for 35 years of service. Diana
likes to say that she started
out in the Department before
the earth had cooled. We are
extremely fortunate to have
a loyal and dedicated assistant like Diana who continues to bring so much enthusiasm and vitality to her job.

Prof. Sheri Alderson-Dental
assisting Lunch & Learn - “MBTI”
Prof.
Michelle
Bissonette
-Dental
assisting
Lunch & Learn “Ergonomics & the Dental Assistant”
Prof. Patsy Capps-Dental assisting Lunch & Learn “HB1171”
Prof. Patsy Capps- ADEA Allied Directors Conference
panel
discussion
“Challenging
Economic Times”

Cutting
Edge
Lecture
Series
Through
IUPUI
October 21: Dr. Michael Kowolik, Associate Dean for
Graduate Students and member of our department will
make a presentation to the
campus on the topic “A Clean
Mouth for a Healthy Body?”

Professor Lorie Coan (Dental
Hygiene) will have a very busy
meeting at the ADEA Annual
meeting in 2010, in Washington DC. Professor Coan was
informed that she will responsible for the following presentations during the meeting:

“Integration of Curricular EleOur dental assisting faculty ments to Demonstrate Outmade the following presenta- comes of Critical Thinking
tions this year to different groups: in Allied Dental Education”
“Assessment
of
Criti-

cal

Thinking

Skills

in

Dental and Allied Dental Curricula”- Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SOTL)
“Best Practices for the Implementation and Assessment of Critical Thinking
Strategies in Dental and Allied Dental Curricula”-SOTL
Congratulations Dr. Cabanilla (MSD 2000) Dr. Leyvee Cabanilla was promoted to the rank of Associate
Professor with tenure at the
University of Detroit. Dr. Cabanilla graduated from our residency program (MSD) in 2000.
Dr. Monish Bhola (MSD,
2000) who is the Director
of
Graduate
Periodontics
at the University of Detroit
Mercy made a presentation
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Resident Case Report: Buccal Rotated Pedicle with tunneling
Dr. Sivaraman Prakasam: 3rd Year Resident
68 y/o caucasian male with a positive medical history of high blood pressure and high triglycerides. #7 - history of endo; failed post and core: deemed unrestorable, treatment planned for extraction, socket preservation and soft tissue augmentation with future implant placement.
#7 extracted with minimum
trauma; socket debrided and irrigated with saline. No Peri apical
granulation tissue Buccal bone
less than 1mm
Left: Buccal view extraction socket.
Right: Occlusal view
Socket preservation and soft tissue augmentation: Buccal pedicle
flap
Left: Two parallel incision from
M #4 to D #8 made in alveoloar
mucosa; Right: Partial thickness
flap elevated with sharp dissection
to relieve the pedicle
Buccal pedicle flap:
Left: Partial thickness flap elevated
and rotated; Right: Partial thickness flap Rotated and drape d
over socket to ensure tension free
closure. The area of the pedicle to
be tucked under attached gingiva is
identified & de-epithelialized
Tunneling of the attached gingiva at the extraction site:
Left: Attached gingiva tunneled.
Right: Socket filled and packed with
FDBA.

Primary closure and suturing:
Left: Pedicle flap was tucked under
the buccal tunnel, draped over the
socket and sutured to palatal flap
with interrupted sutures (6-0 vicryl)
Right: View of the donor site, whichwas left to granulate in.
Article continued in next page.

Temporization:
Left: Temp crown was attached
to the adjacent teeth with light
cure resin; Right: Front view after
temporization Ibuprofen dispensed
along with cold pak and peridex. A
prescription for medrol and Doxycyclin given.
2.5 month POT:
Left: Buccal view of #7 with temporay crown; Right: Occlusal view of
temporary #7.

Uncomplicated initial post operative appointments. A new temporary crown for #7 is being
made to help develop the papilla and implant #7 to be placed in 2 months.

Acknowledgements: Dr. Michael Gossweiler.

Upcoming Dates and Events
September 29th- 8:15- Department Emergency Drill
September 29th- Indianapolis District Dental Society Student Study Club
October 15 and 16th- IUSD Fall Teaching Conference and Staff Conference
October 20th- Dr. Anthony Iacopino interviews for the position of the future Dean of the
School of Dentistry
November 12th- PM- Faculty Enrichment Time
November 17th- Indianapolis District Dental Society Student Study Club
November 30th- Case Defense Week for the Residents
December 7th- AM- Faculty Enrichment Time
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